Communication Campaign & Initiatic Tour
Montréal
Los Angeles
New York City
April - May 2018
Designer Jean Pujol from Rue Interieure
and the entire family

December 2017, Montreal winter.
Jean is looking by the window at the white urban landscape. He is deeply reflecting on how he could make his way as a Furniture Designer.
The crying of his new born baby calls him back to reality. As he takes him into his arms, he got an idea that would put all the pieces together. He tells his wife : “We
are going to put one of my chair and table on the car roof, we take the kids, and we take the road ! We are going to meet all the people I want to reach : designers,
gallerists, distributors. We are going to present my work.” His wife quickly thinks at the sunny aspect of the project and simply asks : “When do we go ?”
Night after night, after the kids went to bed, the details of this craziness were settled as follows.

Concept of the Project.
Drive in Design is a communication campaign by the Montreal based Designer Jean Pujol.
With his family, he will take the road through the United States, his furniture on the car roof and meet gallerists and designers along the road.
He will share this human experience through social media for all those interested in Design, in growing their business and in family as a foundation.
Get out of the studio, look for inspiration to evolve, improvise and create everyday : that is Drive in Design.

1- Meet 10 galleries and furniture distributos along the road.
Present Jean Pujol’s last creations.

2- Interview 10 local designers about their work and local design.
Stage Jean Pujol’s furniture in the interview and share a video on Youtube.

3- Vlog for all those interested in design, family, arts, entrepreneurship.

Post a daily video on You tube sharing the family’s adventures. Share about Design and
how to grow as an entrepreneur.

4- Create a land art portfolio. Gather promotional material

Assembly the furniture in heart stroking places discovered along the way. Take pictures.

5- Expose at a NYC Design show end of may.
Present Drive in Design and last creations.

Jean Pujol
Studio Rue Intérieure

Can you share with us about your creation process ?
Proportion and harmony are my obsessions. I use mechanical concepts to create steady and aerial pieces of work, easily assembled. I look for the right balance between aesthetic
and function but more than anything, I want to drive emotions with my work.
When it is time for us to choose an object, it talks to us, also it will represent us. Design is an existential vector and a way to communicate.

What Jean Pujol says about Drive in Design :
We are going to meet real persons in real life. Not only emails, not only « likes », not only square pictures.
We are going to share my work with designers, galleries or unknown people in the street. Design is everywhere,
and we want to be part of it, in action.
We are going to mix our personal life with our professional life. Because design is my life and because Family is
a strength, an inspiration and a motivation.
We are going to share our story at a Design show. We want to use our story to promote our products.

Thank you!
Visit us online
Instagram
Facebook
Youtube

Jean Pujol
pujol.jean@gmail.com
+1 (514) 623-6405

